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Abstract
In this paper we explored parallelization of PPE (pressure Poisson equation) solvers with the aim of decreasing total arithmetic
and run-time expenditure in incompressible CFD. For the current work, Jacobi and successive overrelaxation (SOR) iterations
are used to solve this 3-D PPE, and they are parallelized with OpenMP employing programming languages Fortran, C and C++.
Results show that parallelization greatly improves the serial calculation speed in general. Also it is found that 1) speedup increases
sub-linearly with increasing number of cores; 2) parallelization eﬃciency ﬁrst increases, and later decreases, as the problem size
becomes larger; 3) Fortran is approximately 10% faster than C, and C is approximately 10% faster than C++ for serial cases; for
parallel runs, Fortran shows little diﬀerence in execution time with C, but still is approximately 10% faster than C++. Comparisons
are made in the context of having the same algorithm and code structure, and the same optimization level in compilation. Moreover,
we found that optimal SOR is nearly two orders of magnitude faster than Jacobi iteration, both in serial and parallel modes, even
for a very simple approach to SOR parallelization.
c© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Hunan University and
National Supercomputing Center in Changsha (NSCC).
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1. Introduction
In this section, we ﬁrst provide background material on linear iteration methods, but especially Jacobi and SOR
(which includes Gauss–Seidel) iterations, to motivate the need for the present investigation. We then introduce a
well-posed mathematical problem corresponding to the pressure Poisson equation (PPE) of incompressible CFD and
discuss such details as the timers and compilers employed for the three programming languages under consideration.
1.1. Background
As is well known, it is of great importance to eﬃciently solve the PPE in incompressible CFD when using essen-
tially any primitive-variable formulation. Since arithmetic required for this task is sometimes as much as 80% of the
total arithmetic for a CFD problem, there is no doubt that we should parallelize PPE solvers ﬁrst in order to improve
the speed of a complete CFD code before attempting to parallelize the momentum equation portion. Jacobi iteration
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and successive overrelaxation (SOR) methods are common algorithms used in solving elliptic equations (see, e.g.,
Young [1]), although in recent years, there has been considerable emphasis on Krylov subspace methods (Axelsson
[2] or Saad [3]). But these methods are relatively complex and require signiﬁcantly more storage than Jacobi or
SOR approaches. Hence, they are less well suited for use in modern computer architectures employing many cores
with limited RAM per core. Moreover, their required arithmetic per iteration greatly exceeds that of Jacobi and SOR
algorithms. Our purpose in the current eﬀort is to parallelize Jacobi and SOR codes and explore their speedups,
eﬃciencies, etc., within the framework of typical higher-level programming languages.
The high performance computer, DLX, at the University of Kentucky consists of 256 basic compute nodes; for
each node there are two processors and eight cores with 32 GB RAM per processor. Thus, there are 16 cores and 64
GB RAM available without accessing other nodes. But the RAM per core is only 4 GB, which implies that numerical
algorithms should be relatively simple in order to avoid requiring excessive storage. In light of this, Jacobi iteration
seems to be a reasonable choice of solution method (despite its deﬁciencies) because it can be easily parallelized
on the DLX using OpenMP [4]. This will be done for the present study since OpenMP is believed to be better for
parallelizing across cores, and it is much simpler than MPI. MPI could be used across nodes—possibly even across
processors, but is more diﬃcult to implement. We will also show that although SOR appears to be more diﬃcult to
parallelize, its performance seems not to be degraded when simple OpenMP parallelization, completely analogous to
that used for Jacobi iterations, is employed. For optimal SOR, the total arithmetic scales as O (N1.333...), where N is
the total number of grid points in a discrete approximation, rather then O (N2) required by Jacobi iterations.
The parallelization strategy used here consists of parallelizing only the outer loop of the three nested loops of a 3-D
problem. This deﬁnes planes via the two inner indices and sends diﬀerent planes to diﬀerent cores—a very simple
form of domain decomposition. Note that each plane is currently treated serially within each core. Furthermore, since
we have at most 16 cores per node, these must be used repeatedly in processing x-y planes of the 3-D problem. This
parallelization mechanism has undergone only initial investigation, but current results show reasonable speedups. As
a point of interest, it has also been demonstrated that parallelizing the inner loop is even much slower than the serial
case, a not entirely unexpected result. A similar strategy is to send each plane to diﬀerent nodes, and parallelize the
plane in each node. This should be faster, but needs more cores and MPI to cross the nodes. Future work may include
this approach.
In addition, we are considering both serial and parallel performance of three widely-used programming languages:
Fortran [5], C and C++ [6]. We typically use Fortran for numerical calculations associated with scientiﬁc program-
ming. But the latter two are becoming more and more widely used and are involved with GPU activity. GPUs might
be the future for powerful parallelization, and knowing the fastest language with interface to GPUs and parallelization
is important for future scientiﬁc calculations. Hence, it is intriguing to compare the three languages’ speed diﬀerences
and investigate their performance in both serial and parallel computations.
1.2. Current work and expectations
The PPE problem studied here takes the form
Δp = f (x, y, z) , (x, y, z) ∈ Ω ⊂ R3 , (1)
with Dirichlet boundary condition u(x, y, z) = const. on ∂Ω. Here, p is the pressure and f a forcing function; Δ is the
usual Laplace operator. We have simpliﬁed the problem in the following respects: set the forcing function to zero; use
unity Dirichlet boundary conditions on all boundaries, and let Ω be the unit cube. Hence, the exact solution is u ≡ 1
permitting easy detection of rounding and iteration errors since there is no truncation error.
Equation (1) is discretized by second-order centered diﬀerencing resulting in a linear system of equations to be
solved using Jacobi (and SOR) iteration. The problem size we employ for most calculations is approximately one
million grid cells. The uniform grid spacings (e.g., hx = 1/(Nx − 1)) cancel from the diﬀerence equation due to
homogeneity of (1) resulting in
u(n+1)i, j,k = ax
(
u(n)i−1, j,k + u
(n)
i+1, j,k
)
+ ay
(
u(n)i, j−1,k + u
(n)
i, j+1,k
)
+ az
(
u(n)i, j,k−1 + u
(n)
i, j,k+1
)
, i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 · · ·Nx,Ny,Nz , (2)
with ax, ay and az being coeﬃcients resulting from the discretization, and n is the iteration counter. Nx, etc., are the
numbers of grid points in each spatial direction.
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We have written codes using three diﬀerent programming languages. To permit valid comparison of them, the
algorithm, parallelization methods and code structure are the same. Some parts, e.g., extending stack size for large
problems, is diﬀerent for each language; also for C and C++, a do-loop is used to set the initial conditions of pressure
rather than employing vector code assignment that is used in Fortran; the manner in which results are written to ﬁles
is also not perfectly identical across the three language. However, this will not aﬀect recorded timing results because
wall-clock timing begins with the lines of code that immediately follow initialization and ends before writing results
to ﬁles.
Another important factor that can aﬀect the results of this numerical experiment is the timer. In the context of
parallelization, the elapsed time, or wall-clock time, is commonly used rather than the total CPU time accumulated
by all processors (or cores). We employ the directive omp get wtime in OpenMP to monitor run time. This is the
same for all three languages in the parallel computing environment. The same timer can also be used for serial cases
when we set the number of threads to one. We also used timers speciﬁc to C/C++ and Fortran in the serial case
outside the parallel computing environment. The run times show little diﬀerence between them and the common
timer, so reported results are obtained by the former method. It should be noted that measured times vary with when
the computer runs the problem. As much as 10% run-to-run diﬀerences are observed; this is mainly due to the state
of the computer (including number of other users) at the time a job begins execution. Thus, each problem is run ﬁve
times, and averaged times are reported herein.
In addition, compilation can be a reason for run time diﬀerences. We employ gfortran to compile Fortran, and
g++ and gcc compilers are used for C++ and C, respectively. The Intel compiler, ifort, is also used for some cases of
Fortran code, and it can sometimes provide up to 20% faster speed than gfortran. However, it does not seem to perform
stably if more than three cores are employed—it even produces diﬀerent numbers of iterations. Hence, we mostly use
gfortran. Also, the codes are all compiled at the -O3 optimization level. We note that executables produced with -O1
are slower than those obtained with -O2, -O3 and -O4 in both serial and parallel cases. The latter three optimization
levels show very little diﬀerence in calculation speeds. Performance of -O2 is slightly faster than the other two in
serial cases, and -O3 is slightly faster in parallel cases. Here, we have used -O3 optimization to perform all reported
numerical experiments.
2. Results and Discussion
Several cases of prob. (1) have been run for both Jacobi and SORmethods (using an iteration convergence tolerance
 = 10−10), although only limited results are provided for the latter since this part of the study is still in progress. For
each of the three languages we solved 513, 1013, 1513 and 2013 grid-point problems, and each was run using number
of cores ranging from one to 16, the maximum number of cores in one node. Since some of the data yield similar
information, only three ﬁgures from part of the timing data are presented for Jacobi iterations, and two for SOR,
for illustrative purposes in this abstract. Figure 1(a) shows the relationship between number of cores used and the
corresponding speedups for each language solving the 1013 grid-point problem via Jacobi iterations. It is clearly seen
that there is a near-linear relationship (with slope somewhat less than one) between speedups and number of cores for
all the three languages when less than eight cores are assigned, and there is little diﬀerence in speedups amongst the
three languages. However, the speedup increases much more slowly when more than eight cores are used, and there
is even a decrease in speedups for cores between eight and 12. Also, the diﬀerence in speedups of the three languages
becomes somewhat more evident; C has an at most 10% higher speedup than Fortran, and Fortran exhibits at most a
5% higher speedup than C++. We may explain the discrepancy from eight cores to 12 by considering the fact that
the DLX nodes contain two processors, and each has eight cores. In addition, OpenMP works best across cores rather
than between processors; hence, the observations for greater than eight cores are not completely unexpected—except
for the noticeable decrease in speed at 11 cores for all programming languages.
It is emphasized that speeding up the PPE code is our primary objective; hence elapsed time provides the most
direct information in this regard, and this is shown in Fig. 1(b). As is true for Fig. 1(a), these results correspond to
the 1013 grid-point problem. Clearly, the parallelized code has greatly decreased the calculation time compared with
the serial case. As the number of cores increases, elapsed time decreases. Moreover, the ﬁgure shows that Fortran
is slightly faster than the other two languages. It does not diﬀer much from C but is approximately 10% faster than
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Fig. 1. Jacobi iteration: (a) Number of cores vs. speedup for 1013 grid-point problem; (b) Number of cores vs. elapsed time for 1013 grid-point
problem
C++ in this parallel environment. Furthermore, Fig. 1(b) shows that for C and Fortran, run times decrease from
approximately 150 sec. to about 15 sec. in going from a single core to 16.
Problem size is also a factor that inﬂuences parallel performance. Figure 2 displays the relationship between the
problem size and parallel eﬃciency, given as
eﬃciency =
SP
P
. (3)
Only Fortran results are shown; but similar results are found for C and C++. Here, SP is speed up for P processors.
It is generally expected that eﬃciency should increase as problem size increases since this typically implies improved
balancing of computation and communication times. This agrees with results shown in the ﬁgure for problems with
up to 1013 grid points; but eﬃciency generally decreases as problem size increases beyond this. This may be due to
the increased time needed to read from RAM on a diﬀerent core if RAM for each core is not quite suﬃcient for the
problem. Also, it is clearly seen that as the number of cores increases, eﬃciency decreases—consistent with Fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 2. Problem size vs. speedup for diﬀerent number of cores calculated by Fortran using Jacobi iteration
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We next provide initial results for very straightforward parallelization of the point-SOR algorithm with optimal
iteration parameters given by (see, e.g., [1])
ωb =
2
1 +
√
1 − cos πh . (4)
Again, OpenMP is used for parallelization as described above for Jacobi iterations; in particular, no account has been
taken of the fact that calculation of any particular grid-function value depends on other values at the same iteration
leading to dependency problems for vectorization and parallelization. There are several ways to at least partially
avoid this problem (e.g., red-black ordering [1]), but we have not here employed any such approach, thus achieving a
simpler, and more compact, algorithm and code.
Figure 3 displays speedups (part (a)) and run times (part (b)) analogous to results given in Fig. 1, but now only for
the Fortran code. It is appearent that linear speedup (with slope slightly less than unity) is approximately observed
through eight cores, and performance degrades somewhat thereafter. But a comparison of Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 1(a)
shows that SOR parallel performance is noticeably better than that of Jacobi iterations, especially for more than
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Fig. 3. SOR: (a) Number of cores vs. speedup for 1013 grid-point problem; (b) Number of cores vs. elapsed time for 1013 grid-point problem
eight cores. Similarly, run times are far less for SOR than those for Jacobi iterations—by more than an order of
magnitude (ranging from slightly over four sec. to less than 0.4 sec.)—because the number of iterations is far fewer and
parallelization was more eﬀective. It is then reasonable to ask whether SOR is performing as theoretically predicted
(see [1]) despite not always having available the most recent iterates. Namely, Figs. 3 correspond to only a single
(rather moderate) problem size, so one must question whether this performance will persist for both larger and smaller
problems.
It is easily shown, as noted earlier, that total arithmetic scales as O (N1.333...), and this implies that required number
of iterations at a ﬁxed convergence tolerance must be proportional to N0.333.... Figure 4 shows that this is precisely true
for the parallelized algorithm. In particular, the required number of iterations grows rather slowly for optimal SOR
permitting solution of quite large problems when only moderate parallelization is employed (eight cores for results in
Fig. 4).
3. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have presented results for parallelized Jacobi and SOR iterations applied to solving a simpliﬁed
PPE in order to decrease total run-time expenditure. Codes written in Fortran, C and C++ were run for both serial
and parallel cases employing OpenMP with up to, and including, 16 cores. Care was exercised to guarantee these
comparisons are valid in terms of algorithm/code structure, optimization levels and timers, across the three languages.
It is concluded that parallelization of Jacobi iteration has greatly decreased the time for calculation, but that it is still
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Fig. 4. Required iterations vs. problem size for optimal SOR using eight cores
not competitive with optimal SOR. Indeed, for the baseline 1013 grid-point problem, the run time for parallelized
Jacobi iterations employing 16 cores was nearly four times longer than that for SOR run on a single core—and
SOR shows better parallel eﬃciency than does Jacobi iteration. In addition, for Jacobi iterations, it is found that
the speedup decreases as the number of cores used increases in a certain range of number of cores; this was not
observed for SOR. Furthermore, some unsatisfactory results reveal limitations of OpenMP—again, mainly for Jacobi
iterations—although it is simpler to implement. The structure of the DLX, and typical machines like it, may be more
suitable for MPI (or combinations of MPI and OpenMP). Moreover, we also found that Fortran is approximately 10%
faster than C, and C is approximately 10% faster than C++ for serial cases; for parallel cases, Fortran is slightly faster
than C, and still approximately10% faster than C++.
Realizing the limitations of Jacobi iteration (and similarly Gauss–Seidel iteration), we parallelized 3-D successive
overrelaxation using an extremely simple OpenMP approach identical to that used for Jacobi iterations, but only
for a Fortran code. Results are extremely promising, although an explanation is still lacking. Further work will
involve C and C++ implementations and investigation into why the approach works so well. In addition, more
sophisticated forms of domain decomposition will be explored, and comparisons with Krylov subspace methods will
also be undertaken.
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Appendix A. The subroutine Fortran code
subroutine jacobi3dpar(nc)
implicit real*8 (a-h,p-z)
include ’omp_lib.h’
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parameter (nmx =110)
5 dimension u(nmx ,nmx ,nmx),u0(nmx ,nmx ,nmx)
cc integer count1,count2,count_rate, count_max
200 format (1x,3I3 ,1Pe13 .6)
100 format (1X,I5.3,I6.3,I4)
10
save u,u0 ! extend the stack size;
c write(∗,∗) ’ Available processors: ’, omp_get_num_procs ( )
c write(∗,∗) ’ Available threads ’, omp_get_max_threads ( )
c write(∗,∗) ’ Threads in use ’, omp_get_num_threads ( )
15 maxit = 1000000
n=nmx -9
NX = n
NY = n
NZ = n
20 tlrnc = 1.0d-10
c define the initial values of the pressure at each point
u = 0.d0
dx = 1.d0
dy = 1.d0
25 dz = 1.d0
rdxdydz = 5.d-1/(dx**2+dy**2+dz**2)
ax = (dy **2)*( dz**2)* rdxdydz
ay = (dz **2)*( dx**2)* rdxdydz
az = (dx **2)*( dy**2)* rdxdydz
30 c begin calculate the wall time
c call system_clock ( count1, count_rate, count_max )
wtime = omp_get_wtime ( )
c define how many cores we use to solve the problem
call OMP_SET_NUM_THREADS(nc)
35 ccc RTSEC = SECNDS(0.0)
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(j,k)
do k=1,nz !
do j=1,ny !
u(1,j,k) = 1.d0 !
40 u(NX ,j,k) = 1.d0 !
end do !
end do !
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,k)
45 do k=1,nz !
do i=1,nx !
u(i,1,k) = 1.d0 !
u(i,NY ,k) = 1.d0 !
end do !
50 end do !
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j)
do j=1,ny !
do i=1,nx !
55 u(i,j,1) = 1.d0 !
u(i,j,nz) = 1.d0 !
end do !
end do !
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
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60 !$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,k)
do k=1,NX !
do j=1,NY !
do i=1,NZ !
u0(i,j,k) = u(i,j,k) !
65 end do !
end do !
end do !
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
70 do m=1,maxit
error = 0.d0
!$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE (i,j,k,du)
do k=2,NZ -1
do j=2,NY -1
75 do i=2,NX -1
u(i,j,k) = ax*(u0(i-1,j,k) + u0(i+1,j,k)) +
1 ay*(u0(i,j-1,k) + u0(i,j+1,k)) +
2 az*(u0(i,j,k-1) + u0(i,j,k+1))
du = u(i,j,k) - u0(i,j,k)
80 IF(ABS(du).gt.error)error = abs(du)
c NTID = OMP_GET_THREAD_NUM()
c write(∗,∗) ’ Threads in use ’, omp_get_num_threads ( )
c write (∗,∗) ’Thread ’, NTID, ’∗∗∗∗∗ijk=’,i,j,k
end do
85 end do
end do
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
if(error.lt.tlrnc)then
90 wtime = omp_get_wtime ( )-wtime
write (*,*) ’core=’,n,nc , wtime ,m
exit
else
c give the new calculated values to u0 and onset another iteration
95 !$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,k)
do k=1,NX !
do j=1,NY !
do i=1,NZ !
u0(i,j,k) = u(i,j,k) !
100 end do !
end do !
end do
!$OMP END PARALLEL DO
end if
105 end do
end
